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Abstract 
There is a new method of calculating the trajectory of sound waves (rays) in layered stratified 
speed of sound in ocean without dispersion. A sound wave in the fluid is considered as a vector. 
The amplitudes occurring at the boundary layers of the reflected and refracted waves are calcu-
lated according to the law of addition of vectors and using the law of conservation of energy, as 
well as the laws that determine the angles of reflection and refraction. It is shown that in calculat-
ing the trajectories, the reflected wave must be taken into account. The reflecting wave’s value 
may be about 1 at certain angles of the initial wave output from the sours. Reflecting wave forms 
the so-called water rays, which do not touch the bottom and the surface of the ocean. The condi-
tions of occurrence of the water rays are following. The sum of the angles of the incident and re-
fracted waves (rays) should be a right angle, and the tangent of the angle of inclination of the inci-
dent wave is equal to the refractive index. Under these conditions, the refracted wave amplitude 
vanishes. All sound energy is converted into the reflected beam, and total internal reflection oc-
curs. In this paper, the calculation of the amplitudes and beam trajectories is conducted for the 
canonical type of waveguide, in which the speed of sound is asymmetric parabola. The sound 
source is placed at the depth of the center of the parabola. Total internal reflection occurs in a 
narrow range of angles of exit beams from the source 43˚ - 45˚. Within this range of angles, the 
water rays form and not touch the bottom and surface of ocean. Outside this range, the bulk of the 
beam spreads, touching the bottom and the surface of the ocean. When exit corners, equal and 
greater than 77˚, at some distance the beam becomes horizontal and extends along the layer, 
without leaving it. Calculation of the wave amplitudes excludes absorption factor. Note that the 
formula for amplitudes of the sound waves applies to light waves. 
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1. Introduction 
The work is devoted to the study of the propagation of sound waves in inhomogeneous media, the speed of 
sound in which smoothly changes with depth. This environment may be modeled with a plurality of horizontal 
layers of constant speed of sound in each layer. This type of consideration depending on the depth of the sound 
speed is widely used in acoustics. A sound wave is described by a traveling wave phase of which consists of two 
components, depending on the spatial and temporal coordinates. 

The direction of wave propagation in the majority of the work is determined by the wave phase. This is wrong. 
The wave phase does not contain its direction, as shown in [1]-[3]. In [4], there is proposed to consider the am-
plitude of the sound wave as vector having the direction of the trajectory of its propagation. The direction of the 
waves creates a sound source. A sound wave propagating in the liquid produces a pressure on the liquid, causing 
the deformation of the liquid. Pressure by definition is a vector having the same direction as that of the sound 
wave. The property of liquid is such that during propagation in the homogeneous medium the wave direction 
and pressure at fluid do not change. 

It is known that at the boundary between two media of the incident wave arises two waves, reflection and re-
fraction. The newly arisen wave also put pressure on the liquid. In [4], it is shown that the equality pressure pro-
jections reflected and refracted waves at the boundary of the medium is none other than the Snell’s law, which 
determines the direction of propagation of refracted wave. In most studies, for example, [5], the pressure is con-
sidered as a scalar quantity. It uses to calculate coefficients of reflection V and refraction W. One of the condi-
tions of calculation V and W in [5] is following: there is equality in the sum of the incident and reflected pressure 
waves on one side and refracted wave on the other side of the boundary. This condition is wrong, because the 
incident wave is counted twice, both above and below the boundaries of media-in refracted wave. In addition, it is 
unnecessary, because the pressures of reflected and refracted waves are equal to each other according to Snell’s 
law, which determines the direction of propagation of refracted waves. In [4], to calculate the amplitudes of the 
waves arising at the interface, vector addition of the amplitudes of the waves is used, similar to the law of con-
servation of momentum in the mechanics and the law of conservation of energy. 

In the future, for the wave passing through the boundary, instead of the term “refracted”, it will be used the 
term “passing”, leaving the term “refracted” to refer to beam angle, passing through the boundary of the space. 

The purpose of this work is to calculate the trajectories of sound rays, using the formula for amplitudes of re-
flected and passing waves, received in [4]. 

2. Calculating Trajectories of Wave Propagation in an Inhomogeneous Space  
Based on the Reflected and Transmitted Waves 

We assume that the sound wave propagation occurs in an not uniform space where the speed of sound varies 
continuously in depth, while remaining constant in the layer thickness δz equal to the speed of sound at a depth 
of layer. The amplitudes of the reflected and passed waves at the boundaries between the layers of the liquid 
with constant speed of sound in each layer determined by the following formulas [4]:  
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Here V, W—modules amplitude of the reflected wave and the wave passing through the boundary between the 
layers to the next layer. These formulas are applied at the boundaries of layers in depth, at which the waveguide 
divide. The value n = c/c1—refractive index at the interface of adjacent layers, c—sound velocity in the layer 
where the initial wave comes, c1—followed next layer. The angles θ and θ1 of incident and passed waves took 
place in the neighboring layer waves, measured from the vertical axis. Formula (1) applies for any value of the 
coefficient n, greater than or less than 1, it is easy to show by replacing in the formulas (1) n for n' = 1/n. 

It can be seen that the amplitude of the reflected wave V as a function of n is less than the amplitude of the 
transmitted wave W and vanishes only in a homogeneous medium with n = 1. The amplitude of the transmitted 
wave W depends on the sum of the angles θ and θ1, by which the waves propagate in the adjacent layers. If θ + 
θ1 = π/2, then V = 1 and W = 0. This means that the transmitted wave W is absent, its amplitude is zero. As a re-
sult the incident on the boundary layer wave is reflected totally with the opposite sign of the vertical component 
of the vector V at an angle θ falling. This process is called total internal reflection (TIR). When TIR arise sound 
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wave with the changed direction enters the layer, from which it came, and already is the incident wave with re-
spect to the adjacent layer. At the boundary of the next layer there form two waves: transmitted wave W and the 
reflected wave of the V, directed towards the layer, where the transmitted wave disappeared. There has been a 
change in direction of propagation of the wave without contact with the bottom or surface. The water wave (ray) 
appears. From (1) it follows that the formation of water rays in inhomogeneous media can only occur when the 
corners of the output rays from a source less than 45˚. As a result of refraction the sum of angles the sum of θ + 
θ1 increases, when it reaches 90˚ TIR comes. It follows that in calculating the trajectories of waves propagating 
in not uniform environment, you must take into account both waves, the reflected and transmitted. At certain 
output angles, and the value of the refractive index, they can pass one another without touching the bottom and 
surface forming a water rays in the waveguide. 

Thus, the TIR process, the change of direction of propagation of the beam about depth, both above and below 
the axis of the waveguide, leads to the formation of water ray cycles without touching the surface of the wave-
guide and a bottom. 

It is known that cosφ, while φ ≈ π/2 is changing quickly enough in comparison with the region where the 
phase φ is close to zero. Therefore, the change in direction of the sound wave amplitude at TIR takes place in the 
space of δx, δz small extent. 

At present, the trajectories calculation is carried out without regard to the reflected wave, [5], considering that 
its amplitude V at small gradients of sound speed in waveguides is much smaller than the amplitude of the 
transmitted wave W. However, it is assumed that water rays, that not touch the bottom and the surface, exist. In 
[5] there is adopted the following mechanism for the formation of water rays. During propagation resulting re-
fraction angle between the beam and axis z, reaches a value of 90˚ and ray becomes horizontal, then ray turn to 
the opposite direction. In the literature, the beam turning is not explained, but simply postulated. Consider the 
possibility of change of the vertical component of the unit vector along the trajectory of the beam on the con-
trary that is assumed in [5]. 

The difference between the angles θ, θ1 is small, θ1 = θ + δθ. Let us assume that θ1-angle of refraction is equal 
to 90˚. According to Snell’s law, sinθ = nsin (θ1) = sin (θ + δθ) = n, the refracted beam is horizontal. For hori-
zontal beam trajectory is an infinite horizontal line at the depth where the angle of refraction become equal to 
90˚. There is no way to stop this line and turn in the desired direction. Where the beam becomes horizontal, the 
trajectory becomes infinite. In formula (1) W consists of angles incident on the layer, and transmitted waves: cos 
(θ + θ1) = cos (θ + θ + δθ) = cos (180 − δθ) = −cos (δθ)—finite value. According to formulas (1) it is possible to 
calculate the amplitude of the transmitted and reflected beams for the different propagation angles. 

To calculate the trajectories adopted canonical type waveguide [6]. Sound velocity distribution there is an 
asymmetric parabola. Center of the parabola is placed at a depth of 1 km, depth waveguide is 4 km, thickness of 
each layer is 25 cm. The amplitudes of the rays at the boundary layers are calculated by the above formulas (1). 

Assume the following boundary conditions for V and W: when the sound wave touches the ocean surface and 
the bottom there is a full reflection of the waves. Upon reflection, according to [1]-[3], the wave phase φ = kR 
remains unchanged since reflection occurs at one point. Vector modules k, R does not change. Figure 1 shows 
the dependence of the sound velocity in z depth of the waveguide. 

We assume that the sound source emits a spherical wave. The refractive indices n0 =c1/c0 = 0.9762, n4 = c1/c4 
= 0.9942, c1-speed at the depth of source z1 = 1 km, c0, c4-at the surface and bottom. During the propagation the 
beam from source to the bottom or to surface refraction occurs, and its trajectory is deflected towards the source 
location of the horizon, z1 = 1 km. Using the law of refraction there is can be calculated, at which the output an-
gle the beam becomes horizontal: sin θ = n sinθ1. When θ1 = 90˚ sin θ = n, θ ≈ 77˚ ÷ 84˚. 

The trajectory of the sound beam is based on the coordinates of the beam changes from layer to layer. We in-
troduce the following notation: i—layer number, sign (+) means that the wave propagates in the direction of the 
bottom, (−) in the direction of the surface, zi = z0 ± stz * i, xi = xo + stz * tg (θi), x0 = 0, z0 = 1 km—initial coor-
dinates of the beam at the exit of the source, θi—angle of beam spread in a layer i, stz = 0.25 m-thickness of 
each layer along the z axis. 

Figure 2 shows the trajectory of the sound ray emerging from the source toward the bottom at an angle θ = 
44˚, which is measured from the z axis. The trajectory looks like a broken curve. Trajectory seems as straight 
line, despite the fact that there is refraction, but the trajectory curvature scale pattern invisible. The first break 
point of the trajectory, x ≈ 2 km, z ≈ 3 km, there is TIR, the transfer of all the sound energy to the reflected beam. 
Indeed, at this point the sum of the angles θ + θ1 increase at 2˚ and reach 90˚. There was TIR and, according to  
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Figure 1. Dependence the sound velocity c(z) of the depth of the waveguide. 

 

 
Figure 2. Trajectory of the sound beam, the exit angle θ = 44˚.                           

 
the formulas (1), the amplitudes W = 0, V = 1. The direction of propagation of sound turn in depth to the con-
trary, the beam turns towards the surface. In the second break point x ≈ 5 km, z ≈ 0.111 km near the surface oc-
curs again TIR: the sum of the angles θ + θ1 also is 90˚, W = 0, V = 1. Energy transmitted wave transmit reflect-
ed wave directed toward the bottom. After the second TIR beam returns to the source at the horizon of source, z 
= 1 km, completed the first full cycle of its propagation in the waveguide. Cycle length D ≈ 6 km, thus, a water 
ray (wave) appear and not touching the bottom and the surface of the waveguide. 

Figure 3 shows how change the angles θ and θ1 along the trajectory shown in Figure 2, as a result of refrac-
tion. Two curves θ (x, z), and θ1 (x, z) in Figure 3 as a function of the distance x from the source merged into a 
single curve, because change the speed of sound between adjacent layers and causes a little small on the scale of 
the drawing differences and angles of propagation θ and θ1. Angles are both the functions of depth. 

Figure 3 shows how change the angles θ and θ1 along the trajectory shown in Figure 2, as a result of refrac-
tion. Two curves θ (x, z), and θ1 (x, z) in Figure 3 as a function of the distance x from the source merged into a 
single curve, because change the speed of sound between adjacent layers a little small and causes in the scale of 
the drawing small differences angles of propagation θ and θ1. Angles are both the functions of depth.  

When the waves propagate the angle changes θ, θ1 accumulate. The angle of inclination of the trajectory when 
ray exit from the source to the bottom increases from 44˚ at the horizon of the source (z0 = 1 km), to the 45˚ at 
break point of trajectory with z ≈ 3 km, x ≈ 2 km, forming first point TIR. Reflected at this point the wave prop-
agates in the direction to the surface of the waveguide, its angle decreases (Figure 2) and at the horizon of the 
source becomes equal to 44˚, forming a point of inflection. Then, the angle increases again, as a result of refrac-
tion and reaches 45˚ at coordinate x ≈ 5 km and z ≈ 0.1 km. There comes a new TIR wave near the surface. Fig-
ure 2 and Figure 3 show how the beam is formed D cycle length ≈ 6 km. Throughout the cycle, the beam does 
not touch the bottom and the surface and twice change the direction of the velocity component along the z-axis. 
Water beam propagates in the depths of 0.1 ÷ 3 km. 

Figure 4 shows how change along the horizontal distance x axis V and W amplitudes of the reflected and 
transmitted waves at an angle out of the source 44˚. The red line shows the modulus of the amplitude of the 
transmitted wave W, black-of the reflected wave V. The vertical lines-wave amplitudes V, W at the points of turn 
up (TIR) at x = 2 and 5 km. There are the points of direction change trajectory in Figure 2. The amplitude of the  
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Figure 3. Changing the angles θ and θ1 along one cycle D.                           

 

 
Figure 4. Modules V the amplitude of the reflected wave and the passed W 
as x function, θ = 44˚.                                                 

 
reflected wave V between the points of TIR is so small that in Figure 4 merges with the axis of x. The scale of 
Figure 2, 4 transfer of sound energy from the passing waves to the reflected visually occurs at one point x axis. 
The area of TIR, the transition energy of the transmitted wave to the reflected and from reflected to the trans-
mitted shown in Figure 5. 

Pay attention to the following. The value of the amplitude of the transmitted wave (red line) is close to the 
maximum value, unit, all along the path with the exception of TIR region. As shown in Figure 5, the width of 
the field of TIR ≈ 10 m along the x-axis close to 2 km and somewhat less close x ≈ 5 km. TIR area range in the z 
axis V of the order of 10 benchmarks, δzv = stz *10 = 2.5 m, for W-order 5 points, δzw = 1.3 m. In TIR area 
transmitted wave W can be smaller than 1 and equal zero. The amplitude of the reflected wave V outside of TIR 
is several orders of magnitude less 1, but never vanishes. At TIR points amplitude V is close to 1. The above 
calculation shows that take account of the reflected wave in the construction of trajectories is necessary. Without 
its accounting reversed beam direction and the formation of water rays cannot be recorded.  

The lowest water exit angle of rays in the waveguide is θ ≈ 43˚. For smaller angles of exit rays reflect from 
the surface and bottom of the waveguide. Figure 6 shows the beam path to the exit angle of 43.5˚. 

The first break point of the curve is near the bottom, at a depth of z = 3.888 km and does not touch the bottom. 
The second break point touches the surface. 

Figure 7 shows the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves, V—black line, W—red line. 
As it follows from Figure 6, at this go out angle there is only one output TIR point near the bottom. At a dis-

tance of ≈ 3 km beam turned toward the surface, and without experiencing the second TIR, came to the surface, 
reflected from it, and then went down to the level of the output from the source, z1 = 1 km. The cycle of this 
beam is finished. 

Figure 8 shows the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves, V, W, in the TIR in Figure 7 on an en-
larged scale. They differ a little from those in Figure 5 to exit angle 44˚. 

Obviously, at lower exit angles rays touch the bottom and the surface. 
It is shown that at an angle θ = 45˚ output rays touch the bottom and the surface, the point of TIR absent. With 

further increase in the angle of exit rays are retained by the bottom and surface up to angles θ ≈ 75˚. Figure 9 
shows the trajectory of this ray. 
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Figure 5. The amplitudes of V and W rays in the inversion points = 44˚.                            

 

 
Figure 6. The trajectory of the beam output angle θ = 43.5˚.                            

 

 
Figure 7. The amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves, θ = 43.5˚.                            

 

 
Figure 8. Scope of twisting beam output angle θ = 43.5˚.                            

 
At this beam output angle the curvature of the trajectory can be seen as a result of refraction and on the hori-

zon the source z = 1 km noticeable inflection curve. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the trajectories at exit angles 
θ ≈ 77˚ and 80˚. 
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Figure 9. The path of the beam with an angle θ = 75˚ exit.                          

 

 
Figure 10. The path of the beam at θ = 77˚.                                

 

 
Figure 11. The trajectory of the beam at θ = 80˚.                                

 
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show that when exit angles greater than 77˚, the beams do not touch the bottom and 

the surface and at some distance become near to horizontal. The following is a calculation of the output beam 
angle for the refractive index close to the bottom and the surface, when the rays are close to horizontal, θ1 = 90˚: 
sin θ = n = 0.9762, θ = 77˚30', sin θ = n = 0.9942, θ = 83˚50'. 

3. On the General Properties of Wave Processes of Different Physical Nature 
The formulas for the reflection coefficient (CR) and passing (CP) obtained in [5] and other works for the acous-
tic waves in liquid media coincide with similar formulas for light waves, Fresnel formulas [7]. The only differ-
ence is that in the formula include the acoustic density ratio adjacent media. It is usually close to unity. It turns 
out that the wave completely different physical nature, the longitudinal acoustic waves and transverse electro-
magnetic (EM) waves of light, on the border of homogeneous media have the same formulas for the reflection 
and transmission coefficients. This is not surprising. They are obtained at the same boundary conditions, which 
involve only the trajectory direction of waves and propagation speeds. 

In optics, the light wave is created atoms of matter that emit light waves of different polarization and with 
different initial phases. It is known to observe the interference in natural light, a special device is used, for ex-
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ample, Fresnel mirrors [8], which is divided the light beam into two beams and keep its structure unchanged. 
This suggests that the polarization of the light wave and its initial phase is stable and does not depend on the 
propagation of the light wave. 

It is clear that the CR and the CP for any wave must not depend on the phase and polarization at the boundary 
of spaces. To eliminate wave’s phases of the processes at the boundary in [1]-[3], it is assumed that the initial 
phase of the reflected and transmitted waves equals to the phase of the incident wave. At the point of occurrence 
of the incident wave phase change does not occur, the modules of the vectors k, R do not change. At the boun-
dary the phase change did not happen, newly arisen waves kept the coherence between the incident wave and 
each other. At the intersection in space caused waves can interfere with each other, their time course is not bro-
ken, the difference between the phases of the waves depends on the distance covered after the occurrence of the 
way in a new environment. 

Effect of polarization of light can also be excluded as the influence of phase waves at the point of reflection 
and refraction at the interface. We assume that during the formation of the incident wave reflected and transmit-
ted all the characteristics of the original wave, including the polarization of the incident wave and its phase is 
passed unchanged the newly formed waves. If we take the boundary conditions are the same as in [4], we obtain 
formula (1) for light waves. 

These findings can be confirmed by calculation. The paper [7] projection amplitudes of the vectors E and H 
on the axis of coordinates for the reflected and refracted waves at the interface expressed in terms of the projec-
tions of the vectors E and H of the original wave. Using the same method for calculating wave amplitude oc-
curred and the boundary conditions are the same as in [4], we obtain formula (1) and for the light waves. 

4. Conclusions 
Trajectories of sound waves make using a new approach to the description of sound propagation in inhomoge-
neous media in depth. 

It is assumed that the amplitude of the sound wave is a vector whose direction is given by the sound source. 
The pressure produced by the sound wave in the liquid is a vector too parallel to the direction of wave propaga-
tion. 

To calculate the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves, vector summation of amplitudes of the 
waves is used, which is similar to the law of conservation of momentum of material particles. The second condi-
tion for calculating the amplitudes of the waves is the law of conservation of energy. 

It was found that there exist water rays that not touch the bottom and the surface of the medium under certain 
conditions. They are the results of total internal reflection of the wave, when all the sound energy is converted to 
the reflected beam and the amplitude of the transmitted wave vanishes. 

When total internal reflection axis, a sign of the vertical component of the amplitude of the reflected wave, is 
opposite to the wave incident on the interface, the direction of wave propagation along the vertical is reversed, it 
remains the same along the horizontally. 

Water rays occur when the sum of the angles of the incident and transmitted waves is 90˚, and the tangent of 
the angle of inclination of the incident wave is equal to the refractive index. 

The range of output angles of rays from a source in which there are water rays does not exceed 45˚. The lower 
boundary of occurrence of water rays in the waveguide is considered the angle of ≈ 43˚. 

When exit angles equal to 45˚ and later 77˚ in this waveguide, rays reflect from the bottom and the surface. At 
large angles of rays of output as a result of refraction, rays not close to the surface or the bottom, and become 
horizontal and distributed in a liquid made on the horizon, without changing its direction of propagation. 

After the elimination of errors in the understanding of the scale production of vectors k, R, calculation of 
wave amplitudes can be made at any depth of the waveguide. 

It is assumed that the phase of the incident at the boundary of a sound wave is the initial phase of the reflected 
and transmitted waves. This leads to the continuous of phases of the arising waves and their coherence. 
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